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Abstract

In the present review article, we summarise current thinking about the neuroendocrinology of appetite and feeding behaviour. We discuss how the homeostatic control of energy balance, wherein the hypothalamus orchestrates food intake and energy expenditure in response to peripheral signals about nutritional status, can be easily overridden by the powerful reward value of food. We focus on how functional magnetic resonance imaging has shed light on our understanding of the way hormones can interact with the brain to modulate appetite.

Introduction

The global obesity epidemic continues to reach ever greater proportions. Behavioural, diet and exercise programmes have limited success rates (1) and the number of safe and effective weight loss drugs has dwindled as the centrally mediated, dangerous side effects of these medications have become evident (2). It is hoped that a thorough understanding of the biology of food intake will lead to more successful prevention and treatment interventions.

Simply framed, obesity is the result of an imbalance between calories consumed and those expended. It has long been understood that hormones have a part to play in controlling energy homeostasis. They play an important role in transmitting information to the brain about peripheral nutrient availability and fat stores, and they therefore affect appetite and energy expenditure and influence body weight (3). However, humans can easily override hormonal satiety signals when confronted with appetising foods associated with a reward value. This so-called non-homeostatic drive to eat, or cue reactivity, in our modern obesogenic environment is thought to have been a major contributor to the rapid rise in obesity rates in the past half century (4). More recently, emerging evidence has suggested that the complex reward, motivational and restraint behaviours associated with feeding may themselves be influenced by the
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hormonal milieu, and the study of the neuroendocrinology of appetite has led us from the hypothalamus to the corticolimbic system and beyond. The system was initially arbitrarily divided into the homeostatic and non-homeostatic (or reward-driven) control of feeding behaviour, but it should now be thought of as a complicated neurohormonal appetite network. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is our most powerful tool to safely and non-invasively study the brain processes that underlie human appetitive behaviour. The past decade has witnessed an explosion in the number of neuroimaging studies in this field. In the present review, we will focus particularly on how fMRI has informed our understanding of the neuroendocrinology of appetite control.

Figure 1
Schematic of the neuroendocrine network of appetite control. Circulating adipostat hormones, which signal long-term energy stores, and prandially released gut hormones, which signal short-term nutrient status, are able to directly influence neuronal activity in key brain areas involved in energy homoeostasis, the brainstem and the hypothalamus. Circulating gut hormones (such as peptide YY (PYY), glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) and ghrelin) modulate gastrointestinal vagal sensory input into the brainstem. They may also directly access the brainstem’s nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) and the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus (ARC) via deficient areas in the blood–brain barrier (the area postrema (AP) and the median eminence (ME)). Two major subpopulations of neurons in the ARC influence appetite. Those which co-express neuropeptide Y (NPY) and agouti-related protein (AgRP) are orexigenic, whereas those which co-express pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) and cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) are anorexigenic. There are also hedonic reward drives orchestrated within the corticolimbic brain structures and superimposed on this homoeostatic system of appetite control; these reward drives are stimulated by sensory cues and possibly directly modulated by circulating factors.
Hormones and appetitive behaviour

The characterisation of the CNS effects of leptin, an adipokine that conveys information about the body’s fat stores, circulating levels of which drop with fasting to trigger a concerted CNS response in order to conserve body weight, has revolutionised our understanding of energy homeostasis (5). Gut hormones such as peptide YY (PYY) and glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1), which are post-prandial signals of satiety, cholecystokinin (CCK), which is capable of modulating vagal afferent activity, and ghrelin which is released from the stomach when fasted to act as a powerful meal-inducer, have also been subject to intense research (6). The vast majority of this research has centred on the interaction of these hormones with the hypothalamus, which coordinates neural (largely vagal) and hormonal signals about the body’s energy status into the reciprocal modulation of appetite (food-seeking behaviour) and metabolism (energy expenditure) (6).

Understanding the non-homeostatic control of food intake (and ultimately how hormones may also directly interact with these processes) requires an understanding of reward processing, memory, learning and executive behaviours, such as restraint. These concepts are reviewed in a scholarly manner and in much greater detail elsewhere (6, 7), but for the purposes of contextualising the modern understanding of human eating behaviour, they are briefly discussed here.

Human imaging studies related to food reliably demonstrate activity in brain regions implicated in sensory processing (the insula and precentral gyrus), reward processing (the nucleus accumbens, ventral striatum and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)), memory, learning and emotion (the hippocampus and amygdala) and executive function (the prefrontal cortex) (8, 9). The corticolimbic reward system is thought to have evolved to promote behaviours which aid survival, such as eating (10). Dopaminergic transmission in these brain regions is involved in multiple processes that are connected to these concepts, such as pleasure sensation, the reinforcement of learning, incentive salience and motivation. As a cautionary note, many of these processes are referred to ambiguously in the obesity literature, which partly reflects the relative infancy of this field of study (11).

Investigators such as Berridge have separated the neurological and anatomical elements of reward into ‘liking’ (the intrinsic pleasurable sensation of a stimulus) and ‘wanting’ (which begins to describe how reward processing influences behaviour) (12). The salience of an object (or image or situation) is how much it stands out or how emotionally arousing it is. Saliency detection is important for focusing the brain’s limited cognitive resources on the most pertinent environmental stimuli, and it facilitates learning. Incentive salience should be distinguished from more conscious forms of desire, but doing so requires the definition of a goal or expected outcome (13). In addition, exposure to food cues can trigger other, higher cognitive (including inhibitory) processes, such as restraint or the willpower to resist fatty foods in order to achieve the greater, long-term gain of maintaining a healthy weight (10, 14).

Past experience with specific foods is an important contributor to the reward process. Learning entrains conditioned stimuli which predict the availability and motivational value of reward and in time themselves become triggers of incentive salience (15, 16). In humans, simply imagining food can elicit cravings, and vivid imagery of food is a particularly potent cue for activation of the reward system (17). Furthermore, the activity of the hippocampus, a brain area that has been well described for its involvement in memory, is modulated in response to food cues (18).

Rodent models confirm a structural and functional connection between the hypothalamus, hippocampus and corticolimbic systems (19). fMRI has allowed us the opportunity to probe this interface between neuroendocrinology and psychology in humans. The field continues to grow. In the present review, we hope to introduce readers from an endocrine background to this intriguing and important field of study.

Basic principles of functional MRI as applied to appetite studies

fMRI utilises adaptations of the classical MRI technique, such that brain activity can be examined rather than structure alone. Virtually all fMRI studies rely on a measure called blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) contrast, which is based on the fact that oxygenated and deoxygenated blood possess different magnetic properties. Increased neuronal activity in the brain elicits a local haemodynamic response, which causes an increase in blood flow that results in local magnetic field disturbances that can be detected on a T2*-weighted imaging protocol (20). Temporal resolution is limited by the short delay between neuronal activation and the measurable haemodynamic response (21).

fMRI image reconstruction centres on measured signals from spatially defined brain areas fitted against a theoretical haemodynamic response function timed
against an applied stimulus or cue. The stimulus can be the oral delivery of a sweet-tasting drink, but the most common experimental paradigm in the field of appetite imaging is to present the subject with conditioned cues, which are usually pictures of food.

A subtraction analysis can be performed to see whether the difference in regional brain activation between viewing images of food or non-food is altered in different conditions (e.g. the fasted vs the fed state, or a contrast of contrasts). These experiments are also commonly performed along with reported personality or behaviour scoring systems, which are subjective sensory ratings or metabolic measurements (that are then correlated with measured neuronal activations) (22, 23).

Ultimately, most fMRI studies start by looking at whole-brain activation patterns to pinpoint the areas of brain activity that are significantly modulated by the study variable in question. To improve the power to detect significantly modulated brain activity, the hypothalamus and corticobasal brain structures are often used as predefined regions of interest (ROIs) in neuroimaging studies based on previous understanding about the role they play in the processing of appetite, reward, memory or other behaviours. This is because a smaller number of predefined ROIs decreases the degrees of freedom in the comparative statistical analysis stage.

A word about reproducibility

Because imaging the hypothalamus (which is small in size and prone to suffer from image artefact because of its proximity to the sinuses) is technically challenging, and also because cue-driven processing plays such an important role in human eating behaviour, neuroimaging studies in this field have tended to concentrate on the cortico-limbic brain areas associated with reward and motivation.

fMRI relies on the measurement of small signal changes among large, inter-subject differences. Appetite pathways, and the reward system in general, are intricately tuned by numerous genetic, developmental, psychological, environmental and hormonal influences. Factor into this the statistical problem of performing multiple comparisons between individual or even clusters of voxels and variable experimental paradigms, and it is unsurprising that a recent meta-analysis reported that concurrence between appetite imaging studies was moderate: at best, 41% (seven out of 17 studies) concurred on significantly activated voxel clusters for the contrast between food and non-food pictures (24). In response to this, new databases of food images (of standardised luminosity, complexity and known calorie content) are becoming available with the hope of facilitating comparability across appetite neuroimaging studies (25). Conversely, some modern experimental paradigms have tried to account for the heterogeneity in personal food-cue reactivity by tailoring the stimuli used to elicit appetitive neuronal responses to pre-assessed personal preferences (26).

The fed vs the fasted brain

Imaging studies that investigate appetite regulation in human subjects have confirmed the notion that images of food can trigger the brain’s reward system and that the potency of this trigger is greater in the fasted state.

In one of the earliest fMRI studies of its type, LaBar et al. (27) scanned nine healthy subjects after an 8 h fast and then performed a post-meal scan 1 h later. A follow-up study was performed on eight subjects who were fed a meal before the first of the two scans. Subtraction analysis of food minus non-food images revealed a satiety-induced reduction in activity in the amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus, although this early study was underpowered to detect similar satiety-induced changes in other a priori-defined corticobasal ROIs. Following this, Killgore et al. scanned fed volunteers while they viewed high-calorie, low-calorie and non-food pictures. The authors reported food-responsive regions of the brain, that is, areas where food images caused greater activation than non-food images did, including the amygdala, hippocampus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (28). Another early fMRI study by O’Doherty et al. (8) reported that expectation of a pleasant taste (in subjects trained to expect the oral delivery of a sweet taste following a given visual cue) produced activation in the amygdala, striatum and OFC in a different pattern from that observed following the actual reward receipt.

More recently, Fuhrer et al. in 2008 studied 12 healthy male volunteers using two separate scanning sessions – one after overnight fasting and the other immediately after a large meal. They particularly noted significantly enhanced activity within the OFC when the subjects were hungry (29). Siep et al. (30) reported increased activity in the amygdala and OFC in response to viewing high-calorie vs low-calorie food images but only when their subjects were fasted and actively evaluating the food image (but not when their attention was drawn elsewhere).

fMRI studies often also attempt to correlate brain signal changes with other variables, such as subjective ratings of appetite or circulating hormone levels. In 2009, Goldstone et al. were able to tease out areas of the brain...
that were activated in response to high-calorie rather than low-calorie foods, including the ventral striatum, amygdala, anterior insula and medial and lateral OFC. The selective modulation of these areas by high-calorie foods was amplified in the fasting state, and, even more specifically, the change in (subjectively reported) appeal bias towards high-calorie foods was positively correlated with OFC activation (31). Very recently, Stice et al. (32) showed that the duration of caloric deprivation correlated positively with activation in various corticolimbic reward centres (e.g. the anterior cingulate cortex, OFC, putamen and precentral gyrus).

The obese vs the lean brain

There is evidence from imaging studies that obese subjects exhibit greater reactivity of reward circuitry in response to the consumption of palatable foods. This fits into the theory that reward ‘hypersensitivity’ may be a risk factor for overeating. A commonly used model for understanding eating behaviour is to think of a ‘reward’ as comprising two phases, anticipatory and consummatory, and a number of fMRI studies have been designed to separate out neural responses in each of these conditions (9, 32, 33).

Using positron emission tomography (PET) scanning to measure regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF, which is the same marker of neuronal activity quantified by fMRI), DelParigi et al. studied the differences between the responses of obese and lean subjects to the receipt of a liquid meal after a prolonged fast. Differences in rCBF were observed in several regions of the brain, and they included greater activation in the middle dorsal insula and midbrain and greater decreases in the posterior cingulate, temporal and orbitofrontal cortices in obese as compared to lean individuals (34). The same group also demonstrated that the dorsal insula and posterior hippocampus remained abnormally responsive to the consumption of food in previously obese as compared to lean individuals, which led them to the conclusion that these abnormal responses may increase the risk for obesity (35).

Visual food cues can also evoke significantly greater reward system activation in the obese group in several brain regions implicated in food reward. In 2007, Rothemund et al. scanned fasted volunteers: 13 obese and 13 normal weight women. They found that BMI positively predicted BOLD activation of the caudate, putamen, anterior insula and lateral OFC when the subjects were viewing high-calorie food images (36). Stoeckel et al. (37) also showed that pictures of high-calorie foods (vs non-food) produced greater activation in 12 obese subjects as compared to 12 lean controls in the ventral and dorsal striatum, insula, anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala and OFC. Scharmuller et al. (38) repeated the observation that obese participants display greater activation of the insula than do lean participants during the passive viewing of food cues.

Burger and Stice performed a prospective study to tackle the question of whether reward hyper-responsiveness to food cues actually led to overeating. They scanned 35 women and found that repeated exposure to a cue that predicted milkshake receipt caused an increase in signal in the caudate. Conversely, repeated exposure to the milkshake itself caused a decrease signal in the putamen. Over a 2-year subsequent follow-up period, BMI gain correlated with both the size of the signal increase that occurs in response to cue-reward learning and the size of the signal decrease that occurs with repeated exposure to a sweet taste (39). In a non-prospective study, Killgore et al. (40) reported that subjective scores of motivational status correlated with corticolimbic food responsiveness and that this measure could be independently used to predict BMI in their female cohort.

It should be noted that there are also many examples of studies reporting on the hypo-responsiveness of certain brain areas in response to food cues in the obese. Cornier et al. (41) recently showed that the measured neuronal response to the expectation of sweet taste (but not the response to taste receipt) is down-regulated in individuals prone to weight gain and obesity. A recent meta-analysis by Brooks et al. (42) suggested that the areas linked to the evaluation of rewarding stimuli appear most consistently activated in response to images of food in those who are obese. However, they also noted that a reduced activation in brain regions associated with cognitive control and awareness of bodily sensations is often reported in the obese, which suggests that a weakened self-control system or hypo-sensitivity to satiety and discomfort signals after eating may also contribute to those who are prone to overeat (42). For example, Le et al. (43) reported reduced activation in the prefrontal cortex, an area that has been described as playing a central role in the inhibition of inappropriate behaviours, in obese women in response to a meal as compared to lean or formerly obese women.

There is also some evidence that obese individuals have reduced consummatory responses in parts of the reward network, such as the dorsal striatum (9, 44). A major neurotransmitter in the reward network is dopamine, and tracer studies have suggested that dopamine is indeed released in the dorsal striatum of normal subjects in response to the sight and smell of food (45).
Furthermore, feeding is associated with dopamine release in the dorsal, but not the ventral, striatum, and the amount of dopamine released correlates with the degree of experienced pleasure (46). Thus, it has been argued that one explanation for some of the reduced dorsal striatal consummatory responses measured in certain MRI studies of feeding may be hypo-dopaminergic functioning (47). As such, obese people are posited to require more caloric intake for a given level of a rewarding experience, and food is used as a form of self-medication to boost hedonic capacity. In line with this, nuclear imaging studies have revealed a reduction in striatal dopamine receptor density in overweight subjects (48, 49). Alternatively, these findings have been explained as being the result of down-regulation resulting from overeating (50), in other words, as a phenomenon of tolerance that mirrors models of drug dependence (51). This competing theory suggests that individuals at risk of obesity actually have a hyper-reactive reward system in the first place. Such individuals experience greater reward from food intake, which drives overeating and subsequently results in a tachyphylaxis of dopamine signalling in response to food intake (52), thereby driving greater caloric intake for a given ‘hit’. The concept of obesity as a consequence of food addiction has attracted intense debate in the literature, and readers are referred to these excellent reviews for a broader picture of the argument (11, 53).

In summary, there is emerging evidence that obese individuals have abnormal reward centre activity relative to lean individuals, although many more well-planned, longitudinal studies are required to disentangle cause from effect in the case of overeating. In general, obese individuals tend to have hyper-responsive reward activation patterns in both anticipatory and consummatory paradigms, with corresponding evidence of weaker activation in the brain areas associated with executive functions, such as restraint. However, there is also evidence that obese people may have a hypo-dopaminergic striatum that drives overconsumption.

The gut–brain axis

We are all able from personal experience to appreciate how food tastes better when we are hungry. fMRI studies have revealed some of the neuroanatomical correlates of this process. What are the peripheral signals that converge on the corticolimbic reward centres to modulate their food-cue responsivity? During the past decade, a number of fMRI studies have switched their attention to the neuroendocrinology of appetite, investigating how peripheral hormones which regulate energy homoeostasis also interact with food-responsive brain regions.

Leptin plays a major role in signalling to the brain information about the body’s energy stores. Circulating concentrations of this fat-derived hormone increase with adipose tissue mass. Declining leptin levels indicate the onset of negative energy balance, which acts as a powerful hypothalamic signal to increase food intake. Leptin deficiency across species induces morbid obesity fuelled by hyperphagia. Human cases of severe obesity secondary to leptin deficiency are extremely rare but, when identified, have been successfully treated with recombinant leptin, with the principal effect being a reduction in appetite (54). In two congenitally leptin-deficient human subjects, daily subcutaneous leptin replacement reduced BOLD fMRI activation when viewing food vs non-food images in the nucleus accumbens, caudate, putamen and globus pallidus (55). These findings have been recently extended to healthy subjects, in whom there is positive correlation between plasma leptin concentration and fMRI signal in the ventral striatal regions during the presentation of visual food cues (56). Early theories suggested that leptin interacted with hypothalamic neurons to govern ingestive behaviour, but these later studies opened up the possibility that circulating hormones were able to modulate higher cortical function as well.

Leptin acts as a signal of long-term energy stores, but energy consumption can also be centrally modulated on a meal-by-meal basis by peptide hormones released from the gut. The control of meal size is largely determined by the onset of satiety. There are a number of postprandially secreted gut hormones, particularly the L-cell-derived PYY and GLP-1, which enhance the sensation of satiety. Conversely, stomach-derived ghrelin stimulates ingestive behaviour, with peak circulating levels occurring in the fasting state. In the same year that the effects of leptin on corticolimbic fMRI signal were first reported, Batterham et al. (57) showed that in fasted, lean individuals, energy intake at lunch was predicted by the modulation of an OFC signal following PYY3-36 infusion. When the subjects received saline infusion, subsequent (lunch-time) food intake better correlated with changes in hypothalamic signal. It was postulated that the presence of PYY3-36 switches the regulation of food intake from a homeostatic brain region (the hypothalamus) to a non-homeostatic one (the OFC), although this study looked at resting-state BOLD signals as opposed to the contrast between food cue-activated signals described elsewhere in the present review. In 2011, we reported the effects of single and combination doses of the anorectic gut hormones PYY3-36
and GLP-17-36 amide that were given to fasted volunteers as compared to the effects off saline in the fasted state or saline in the fed state (that is, just after a large breakfast). In the fed state (i.e. after breakfast), volunteers ate significantly less at lunch than they did when they had remained fasted from the previous night. Administering combination PYY3-36 or GLP-17-36 amide to our fasted subjects also reduced the amount of food they consumed at lunch to the same extent as if they had eaten breakfast. During the course of each of the interventions described earlier, we performed BOLD fMRI scanning to measure differences in relative (food minus non-food) activation in several preselected corticolimbic ROIs. In all of our a priori defined ROIs (the caudate, puamen, nucleus accumbens and OFC), the signal contrast when viewing images of food as compared to non-food was attenuated in the fed state, and this was recreated in the fasted state when anorectic gut hormones were infused. In other words, the hyper-responsivity of the corticolimbic reward system to visual food cues that occurred when our subjects were hungry was dampened when we administered GLP-1 and PYY to them (58). In a study that mirrored these findings, Malik et al. (59) demonstrated that the hypo-responsiveness of the reward system to food cues when full can be reinvigorated with the delivery of the appetite hormone ghrelin. Goldstone et al. (60) confirmed that the pattern of reward-centre reactivity to food cues when fasted was indistinguishable from that induced by ghrelin, which added weight to the hypothesis that circulating gut hormones are responsible for the physiological modulation of reward reactivity that was first measured in the very earliest fed vs fasted MRI appetite studies. In an interesting twist to this experimental paradigm, Van Oudenhove et al. (61) recently showed that gastric fatty acid infusion (which stimulated an endogenous release of the gut hormone CCK) attenuated both the behavioural and neural responses to sad emotion induction (and that this effect was blocked by a CCK receptor antagonist).

More recent studies have attempted to tease out the hormone–brain interactions in more detail. Kroemer et al. (62) showed that circulating ghrelin levels actually correlate positively with food-cue reactivity as measured by fMRI in both homeostatic and non-homeostatic regions. Li et al. reported that ingestion of liquid meals with different macronutrient contents all reduced BOLD activity in the middle insula, thalamus, parahippocampal cortex, caudate, amygdala and lateral OFC. In the insula and OFC, ghrelin levels positively correlated and GLP-1 levels negatively correlated with the measured postprandial changes in BOLD activity (63). A recent confirmation of the effects of GLP-1 signalling on brain appetitive responses came from van Bloemendaal et al., who reported that obese vs lean subjects had increased activation in the insula, OFC and NAc in response to food cues and that IV exanatide (a long-acting GLP-1 agonist) reduced these responses. They were able to demonstrate a strong correlation between the dampening of this corticolimbic food-cue reactivity with subsequent food intake and also showed that these GLP-1 mediated effects were indeed abolished with the co-administration of the GLP-1 receptor antagonist exendin 9–39 (64). GLP-1 receptor analogues are now gaining licence as pharmacotherapies for obesity, even in the absence of diabetes.

In summary, the detailed mechanisms underlying this interaction between reward, emotion and peripheral hormonal signals of energy status remain to be elucidated. Imaging data in this field so far points to the suggestion that circulating (meal-related) gut hormones and (fat-related) adipokines are able to modulate the conditioned relationships between environmental food cues and reward drive.

Bariatric surgery

Bariatric surgery is the most effective current treatment for sustained weight loss and the complications of obesity. The mechanisms behind the weight loss seen following Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) surgery remain to be fully elucidated. It is now clear that the profound and sustained weight loss achieved with this procedure is not related simply to the malabsorption of nutrients but rather to a constellation of neurohormonal effects. These include elevated post-operative levels of endogenous anorectic gut hormones such as PYY and GLP-1, increases in energy expenditure and metabolic rate, changes in taste preference away from calorie-dense foods, increased bile acid delivery to the ileum and changes in gut microbiota (65, 66). Recent studies imaging appetite in patients before and after surgical weight loss are important in helping us understand some of the CNS-mediated effects, with the potential translational application of identifying those patients who would respond best to bypass surgery.

In 2011, van de Sande-Lee et al. (67) performed MRI studies on eight lean control subjects and 13 obese patients before and after RYGB, through which an average 30% reduction in body weight had been achieved. Using a BOLD fMRI paradigm that investigated areas of the brain whose signal intensity and pattern co-varied, they reported a high level of functional connectivity between the hypothalamus and the orbitofrontal and
somatosensory cortices that was absent in obese subjects but was re-established with post-operative weight loss.

In the same year, a more conventional ROI-based study of ten obese female patients 1 month before and after RYGB revealed an attenuation of fMRI BOLD signals (when viewing high-calorie vs low-calorie food images) in the ventral tegmental area, ventral striatum, putamen, lentiform nucleus, posterior cingulate and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex following the bypass procedure (68). Reanalysis of this dataset showed that the post-operative changes in mesolimbic reward pathway response predicted changes in the subjective assessment of the desire to eat high- vs low-calorie foods (69).

Bruce et al. have recently reported nuanced changes in brain responsivity to food cues in patients who have undergone bariatric surgery as compared to those who lost weight through dieting alone. Dieters showed increased responses to food cues in the medial prefrontal cortex, a region associated with valuation. Patients who had undergone bariatric surgery showed increased responses to food cues in brain regions associated with higher-level perception. This is the first evidence in human subjects that the method of weight loss elicits different brain responses, and it may begin to explain why some approaches are more successful than others (70).

In a dopamine antagonist radiotracer study, Dunn et al. (71) demonstrated that 6 weeks after gastric bypass surgery, striatal dopamine binding increases, purportedly in relation to the reduction in appetite that is seen following the procedure (and is accounted for by the previously described observation that obesity is associated with hyperdopaminergic reward functioning). Recently, Goldstone et al. reported that obese patients after RYGB had lower corticolimbic responses to food than did patients after gastric band surgery (which works to limit stomach size but has none of the other metabolic effects associated with bypass). RYGB patients had lower activation than band patients, particularly in response to high-calorie foods, in brain reward systems, including the OFC, amygdala, caudate and nucleus accumbens. This was associated with lower appeal ratings of high-calorie foods in RYGB as compared to band patients and BMI-matched un-operated control (72). Here, fMRI has provided a powerful tool to examine the brain effects of a gastrointestinal intervention – illustrating in colour the gut–brain axis at play.

**Conclusion**

fMRI has opened up a fascinating window into the complex brain processes that underpin overeating and obesity. It has also been the driver for extending our understanding of the neuroendocrine interface in humans. In the immediate future, imaging goals will include further understanding how the regulatory (hypothalamic) and reward (corticolimbic) centres interact with one another in the overall control of appetite and exactly how circulating hormones interact with these processes. A weight-matched study of the comparative effects of surgical and dietary weight loss is essential to further delineate the neural elements that are important to sustained weight loss. As our imaging techniques become more refined and powerful, pinpointing and detailing food-responsive circuitry will translate into the development of safer anorectic agents. From reducing the impact of billboard adverts for fast foods to selectively targeting the circuits that depress appetite but not mood, understanding the brain pathways that control food intake is of vital importance for finding new strategies to combat the world’s leading health concern.
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